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This was a good book but much too short. I know there are many more stories of Bigfoot encounters

that could have been included. Perhaps they didn't fit in as terrifying or portray the creatures as

killers though and that is why they were omitted. In either case I would have liked more.

Although I definitely enjoyed the paranormal themed content, most of which was both fascinating

and properly spine tingling, it would be hard to imagine giving Max Mason Hunter's "True Bigfoot

Stories" anything more than 4 out of 5 stars. And that's being quite generous, given that the writing

is often very awkward and sometimes even downright confusing.The author seems quite

knowledgeable and enthusiastic about his chosen subject matter, but his prose could really use a

good, thorough editing. In fact, many sentences in the book even give the distinct impression that

Hunter isn't actually a native English speaker. Which is fine and dandy, really. As long as you have



a good editor to correct your work before it gets published!What's more, the title of the book is

terribly deceptive, given that only the first 44% of the content is actually about Bigfoot and similar

crytid creatures. The only saving grace in that is that the rest of the volume (a collection of lengthy

book excerpts the author is quite unabashedly trying to hawk) are of somewhat better quality than

the preceding Bigfoot stories.

I love to read horror stories but this book attracted me because of the true bigfoot stories. I never

believe in it but this author has described the bigfoot stories which are true, OMG! really horrifying

stories these are. I like all the stories and enjoyed my time to read it from start to end. I highly

recommend this book to all horror stories lovers.

This is poorly edited. It is only 132 pages. On my kindle, the bigfoot stories ended at 33%, then it

went on to a self promotion of the author's other interests. The bigfoot stories were all stories that

are free on the internet. When I got to the story about Matt Johnson, I knew this was not the book

for me, but diligently tried to read it. Why would you end a chapter with "What would you do?" My

answer, not buy another book from you. I found this very juvenile . I couldn't make it through his

sections on the paranormal, it became so disjointed, I couldn't read anymore. It was almost as if the

author was throwing out what ever popped in his mind. I felt like I was reading a school assignment.

Very disappointed.

Another books riding on the coat tails of David Paulides and his fantastic research.I don't know who

this author is- there appears to be no way to contact them or see their profile or other verifications.I

feel this is a re-hashed book based on accounts i have already read from other books on the subject

of BigfootIt is a shame that self-published authors will ride the coat tails of such veteran

investigators of Bigfoot like David Paulides.The result is a disappointing effort as it is purely second

hand sources and no first hand investigations. David Paulides spent months in the forest with

Bigfoot. I think that is not the case for this person. Perhaps they should do that rather than re-hash

the work of David Paulides, Melba Ketchum et all.

Bigfoot, if you do believe itâ€™s just a myth and a joke, why should you keep them in mind when

roaming the woods. Because the most dangerous thing is the one youâ€™re not expectingâ€¦ This

book has been a fascinating read I have ever had about Bigfoot. It amazes me that there were really

some people who had actually encounter or a closed one with this



so-called-legend-but-is-now-true-after-all. And this book has made the reading moment very

enjoyable. Although there is still the hair-raisingâ€‹ effect, still this book has made Bigfoot a real

phenomenon and not just a product of our imagination.

This was a good read. There is a lot of history in here about the search for Bigfoot that can help a

modern investigator understand the background f what has gone before. Some of Loren's views

may be a little controversial but it is definitely food for thought. Anyone interested in Bigfoot will likely

enjoy this book. Note that a a very large bibliography is in the back so the book isn't quite as long as

you think when you first pick it up or see it on Kindle.

I do believe that there are sasquatch that inhabits the forest. There are thousands of undiscovered

things or creatures in the planet and they are no joke. Although little to no evidence is found with

these inhabitants, many eyewitness attest to its existence. The truth behind the stories circulating

around the world depends upon the belief of every individual. This book shares the fascinating

stories about the big foot and its sightings.
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